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Executive Summary
This deliverable gathers the different technologies implemented in C4IIoT level 1, hardwareenabled security as well as all mechanism implemented at the edge level. This report describes
the work carried out in the comprehensive security and trustworthiness framework, at the edge
level, in connection with the physical world; including the configuration, provisioning and
management of edge node assets.
The deep learning trained models were introduced in D2.2: “Deep learning breakthroughs and
security-aware dynamic offloading mechanisms” [1], and are further detailed in the current
deliverable. The security-aware dynamic offloading decision mechanism, developed in the field
gateway (second layer of the C4IIoT architecture), is also described in this deliverable.
Level 1 security at the edge covers hardware-enabled security as well as Trusted Execution
Environment. These sections describe the hardware security devices used in C4IIoT and the
Intel SGX as Trusted Execution Environment.
Continually, it describes tools develop for low-level security analysis: BACS and BINSEC.
BINSEC is a platform for static analysis of binary codes. BACS, using deep learning method,
is in charge of detect anomalies in the IoT nodes. This tool operates at two levels, both at the
edge node and at the field gateway. It is strongly related to MEDICI, another tool in charge of
making dynamic decisions on the information received by BACS.
Finally, the architecture deployed to test the tools and technologies addressed in this deliverable
is described.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable, constituting the last output of WP2 activities, includes the work carried out in
tasks T2.1, “Provision, configuration and management of edge-node assets”, which previously
contributed to deliverable D2.1; T2.2, “Deep learning trained models deployed at the edge”,
which also contributed to deliverable D2.2; T2.3, “Security-aware dynamic offloading decision
mechanism”, which was previously introduced in deliverable D2.3; and T2.4, “Security and
trustworthiness at the edge”.
This deliverable focuses on the C4IIoT’s Level-1 security mechanisms and includes the
procedures deployed in the edge node and the field gateway layers. This deliverable provides
details and updates regarding the technologies included in previous deliverables D2.1, D2.2 and
D2.3. Furthermore, this deliverable presents the hardware-enabled security edge nodes, in both
scenarios: Smart Factory and Logistics 4.0; as well as the software developed in this layer of
the architecture.
As shown in Figure 1, the edge nodes, at the bottom of the architecture, link the physical and
digital worlds. They gather data from the sensors located in the transport chains, trucks,
containers, etc. as well as in the factory. These nodes are IoT devices with different IIoT
connectivity options: from Wi-Fi (Smart Factory edge nodes) to cellular-based solutions
(Logistics 4.0 edge nodes). The data flow starts in the edge nodes and goes on to the field
gateway, where the anomaly detection and the dynamic offloading decision mechanisms are
performed.
The role of the field gateway in C4IIoT is to act as a local offloading/outsourcing decision
mechanism, by evaluating the trade-off between confidence in anomaly detection and cost of
offloading to the cloud (high computational power, high latency). This reduces the attack
chances since the operations are running close to the IoT devices or on the IoT devices
themselves.

Figure 1: C4IIoT Architecture
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Novel hardware devices have been developed in recent times with a focus on security. These
devices focus on detection and protection against software attacks. However, these devices are
not protected against physical attacks, which can be more damaging than software attacks, as
they compromise the integrity of the device itself. The nodes developed in C4IIoT and
described in this deliverable have integrated hardware security modules, which provide
mechanisms that will be described later in the document.

1.1 Edge Computing Cybersecurity Technologies
Both hardware security enabled devices and lightweight anomaly detection with dynamic
offloading decision mechanism play an important role in the edge nodes and field gateways.
Hardware enabled security focuses on the edge nodes; while in the field gateway lightweight
anomaly detection with dynamic offloading decision mechanisms takes part.
1.1.1 Edge Node Layer
In the C4IIoT framework, the edge node layer is illustrated in two use cases. On the one hand,
Smart Factory and on the other hand, Logistics 4.0. The main difference between both scenarios
is the different constraints, especially power management constraints, of the IoT devices.
In the Smart Factory use case, the IoT devices are placed in automated guided vehicles (AGVs).
The work is carried out in the factory, where they have virtually unlimited energy, as they are
maintained and supervised by the factory staff. These vehicles have a big energy consumption,
as for example a direct tap a power input or a set a big batteries, hence, the IoT devices
embedded in these vehicles do not have particular power restrictions. In this scenario, due to
this feature, IoT nodes contain a powerful microprocessor, such as a Raspberry Pi platform.
In the Logistics 4.0 scenario, the IoT devices are attached to containers, which leads to stringent
power restriction, since they are battery-powered. In this case, IoT devices developed with lowpower microcontroller are essential.
Both the hardware and software running on IoT devices are conditioned by this feature. In the
software case, the anomaly detection mechanisms are lighter than in other layers of the
architecture. Furthermore, the hardware elements embedded in the IoT device also vary from
the different scenarios. In the Smart Factory use case the most important hardware security
module used in the Raspberry Pi is the Infineon OPTIGATM TPM2.0 among others. OPTIGATM
TPM2.0, as we will see later, is a suitable hardware security module (HSM) for the Raspberry
Pi, as it offers more robust operations and provides more advanced mechanisms for devices
running a Linux OS. In the Logistics 4.0 use case, the HSM used is the Infineon OPTIGATM
Trust M. OPTIGATM Trust M offers a low power crypto-controller which performs security
mechanisms in the microcontroller, optimized for barebone microcontrollers, without OS.
OPTIGATM Trust M also is used in the Smart Factory use case in an USB Dongle.
In addition to the aforementioned devices, other security mechanisms are employed in the
devices, such as the use of Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) and the BINSEC tool.
1.1.2 Field Gateway
A typical multi-layer intrusion detection system for IIoT consists of different complexity
Anomaly Detection models where the detection happens in different stages. In a three-layer
system like in C4IIoT, if an anomaly is detected at the edge level by a lightweight and low
confidence Anomaly Detection model then the data is sent to the Field Gateway for further
investigation. There, if a medium complexity/confidence model also detects an anomaly it is
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sent to a more complex model in the Cloud for the final stage of the anomaly detection. In
practice, this can be seen as an offloading system where the offloading decision is taken based
only on the confidence of the IDS in its outcome, and thus models are always triggered in a
hierarchical way. In C4IIoT we have made this process adaptive where the MEDICI offloading
component at the Field Gateway adaptively decides which BACS (Behaviour Analysis and
Cognitive Security) anomaly detection model should be triggered, based not only on the
confidence in detection but also the response times and the network conditions, to make the
overall anomaly detection more efficient. BACS includes unsupervised and supervised machine
learning schemes and packages stretching through all three layers of C4IIoT architecture – edge,
field gateway and cloud. In the field gateway layer BACS provides various machine and deep
supervised and unsupervised learning anomaly and outlier detection models implemented using
Python and selected libraries such as scikit-learn, PyOD and Tensorflow.
The field gateway is located in mobile operator premises, protected by strong security mobile
operator infrastructure. The reason for locating the Field gateway in the mobile operator
premises is that it is a trusted environment for safe and secure communication between edge
node and Field gateway. Security in mobile networks relies on standardized technology,
security policies and encryption algorithms which provide the confidentiality of user data and
prevents hacker attacks to the network and network elements. Mobile network ensures user
authentication, data confidentiality and integrity between user equipment and core network for
both signalling and user data. From the connected Edge Node device through the mobile
network infrastructure, data is sent ciphered. Ciphering is used to preserve data confidentiality
and LTE network support EEA2 – AES (Advanced Encryption Standard).
Security in the LTE network can be divided into five functional areas:
•

Air-link security (ciphering of IP packets for control and user plane)

•

BTS security (Firewall, Traffic filtering, Files encryption, Software verification)

•

Transport security (using IP security gateways)

•
Operation and maintenance security (user authentication via local credential or
centralized authentication server)
•

Certificate management

Upon leaving mobile network and reachinginternet, data is secured by means of VPN
(Virtual Private Network). VPN service with IPSEC tunnel (Internet Protocol Security)
towards Cloud Gateway server is established in collaboration with an external VPN service
provider. Access to the Field Gateway is realised through two VPN interfaces with
designated VLANs (Virtual Local Area Networks) and APNs (Access Point Names):
•
Management VLAN – used for remote access and administration of applications
on Field Gateway (BACS, MEDICI)
•
Data traffic VLAN – used to connect SIM cards in Edge Node devices and IPSEC
tunnels established with the Cloud layer infrastructure.
Aforementioned Field Gateway interfaces are strongly protected by VPN IPSEC tunnel by
means of Cisco ASA 5550 VPN equipment, using message encryption algorithm AES 256.
Management access for applications administration is realised via SSH/SFTP protocols. Field
Gateway server is realised as a Virtual Machine (VM) with 64-bit CentOS 7 operating system,
MySQL database server and Apache web server installed, located inside of mobile network
protected and secured environment.
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2 Level-1 Security
In the C4IIoT framework, the Level-1 security involves the software and hardware architecture
placed on the edge nodes. Both scenarios, Smart Factory and Logistics 4.0 use case are
provisioned using HSMs and trusted software, such as TEE.

2.1 Hardware-Enabled Security
Hardware-enabled security has an important role in the C4IIoT framework. All the security
infrastructure developed on top of the first layer is conditioned by this layer, such as
decentralized access control (DAC) technologies. The HSM added in the edge node offers
robustness and trustworthiness in the operations and the data collected from the IoT devices.
There are different HSMs included in the two scenarios.
In the Smart Factory use case, Figure 2, the edge node has the Infineon OPTIGATM TPM2.0.
This secure element is the most important in this use case and it will be explained below.
Furthermore, we use two additional secure elements for personal authentication: the Infineon
Blockchain2go and the USB Dongle OPTIGATM Trust M.

Figure 2: Smart Factory Edge Node Architecture

In the Logistics 4.0 use case, the IoT devices have an Infineon OPTIGATM Trust M attached to
the microcontroller, Figure 3.

Figure 3: Logistics 4.0 Edge Node PCB
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The following sections will explain the functionality of each secure element and the operations
performed by each of them.
2.1.1 Blockchain2go
In C4IIoT, the Smart Factory edge node includes a mechanism for personal authentication in
the device. The operator can be authenticated to access the device. In order do that, the RPI
uses a RFID reader to leverage a card form factor secure element.
The card-based secure element is the Infineon Blockchain2go smart card. The Infineon
Blockchain2go is an NFC card, supporting basic blockchain functionalities such as secure key
generation, signing methods, pin protection, etc. One card can generate and store up to 255
private-public key pairs. Additionally, it is possible to import a key pair that is derived from a
password provided by the user.
These functionalities allow signing a hash, which is then verified by the edge node. When the
operator uses the card, the edge node generates a random challenge and sends the hash. The
card contains a secure element which stores the user's private key. When the user signs the hash,
this signature is verified with the user's public key inside the edge node. If the verification is
correct the user gets access to the IoT device (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Authentication process

Figure 5 shows a code example of the authentication process in Python. The challenge created
(random string) is hashed and this triggers the signature in the secure element using the
generate_signature method. The result of the signature is validated using the public key stored
in the edge node.

Figure 5: Code authentication example
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In this way, the user is able to authenticate the IoT device through the secure element. The
private keys generated within the device are heavily protected against extraction and tampering.
In the case of a theft or impersonating attack, the secure element also provides an identification
mechanism through a PIN code, which only the corresponding operator knows.
2.1.2 OPTIGATM TPM2.0
Infineon OPTIGATM TPM2.0 plays an important role in the Smart Factory edge node. It is in
charge of managing the cryptographic keys used in the Decentralized Access Control (DAC).
In the C4IIoT framework, the edge node communicates with the upper layers of the architecture
using a decentralized network in which a blockchain is implemented. In this case, the
blockchain is a permissioned Hyperledger Fabric.
In Hyperledger Fabric, there are different nodes with different roles. Among these nodes, there
are the peer nodes which are in charge of keeping a copy of the ledger and running the smart
contracts. These smart contracts are triggered by the client nodes. These client nodes are the
edge nodes in the C4IIoT architecture.
Infineon OPTIGATM TPM2.0 is embedded in the IRIDIUM SLB 9670 TPM2.0 board. IFAG
OPTIGATM TPM2.0 is a fully TCG standard compliant TPM2.0 with a SPI interface, a highend security controller with advanced cryptographic algorithms implemented in hardware. The
IRIDIUM board is provided with a 26-pin Raspberry Pi 1 header, compatible with Raspberry
Pi 4 40-pin header, it contains a reset button and a reset input from the Raspberry Pi.
The Raspberry Pi uses the TPM2 Software Stack (TSS), which is the software necessary
between the HLF and the HSM. The TSS offers different APIs in order to interact with the
HSM, Figure 6.

Figure 6: TPM2.0 Software Stack

In general, the TSS features a layered design to fit various requirements from application
developers by providing different user APIs with varying abstraction layers and functionality.
In the deliverable D3.3 “Level-2 and Level-3 security mechanisms of C4IIoT” the TSS is
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explained more in detail [2]. In this deliverable it will be more focused in the application
running on top of this software.
In order to make the TPM and the HLF compatibles, there are different ways to carry out that,
using the TSS. On top of the TSS exists different libraries that binds the TSS with third party
software as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Software bindings with TPM2 Software Stack

The different software used on top of the TSS allows to interact with other applications, in the
case of HLF, the binding used is a PKCS#11 interface. The TPM2 PKCS11 defines all the
functionalities, which are specified in the PKCS#11 standard. PKCS#11 is a Public-Key
Cryptography Standard that defines a standard method to access cryptographic services from
tokens/devices such as hardware security modules (HSM), smart cards, etc. In C4IIoT project,
we intend to use the TPM2.0 device as the cryptographic token. PKCS#11 isolates an
application from the details of the cryptographic device. The application does not have to
change to interface to a different type of device or to run in a different environment; thus, the
application is portable.
In the deliverable D3.3 “Level-2 and Level-3 security mechanisms of C4IIoT” is the PKCS#11
interface explained in details and how to use it. In this case it is focused on the hardware
properties of the TPM and to use it with this interface [2].
The PKCS#11 standard means that the devices that follow this standard have to adapt to it in
order to make them compatible with each other. But there are devices that do not follow this
standard completely, but share certain parts, especially at the hardware level, since they used to
have more design restrictions.
This is the case of the Infineon TPM2.0; most of the methods established in the standard are
not compatible with the HSM., as for example C_FindObject. PKCS#11 methods
(C_GenerateKey, C_Login, etc.) are used when the key generation is called, the attributes used
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by the methods in the template, Figure 8, differ from the standard. In the Figure 8, the template
is shown. , In this case, the key derivation is disabled in the Infineon TPM.

Figure 8: PKCS#11 Key generation template

Key derivation is a common operation in cryptographic protocols. It is used, for example, to
generate a series of unique keys for devices from a master key. This is a critical parameter, as
enabling it can lead to problems if other parameters are not configured accordingly.
Apart of the configuration of the HSM PKCS#11 interface, other tools have to be installed in
order to make the integration between HLF and the TPM feasible.
Furthermore, the TPM offers more advantages than common HSMs, as TPM offers different
mechanisms for device integrity checks such as trusted boot and remote attestation.
2.1.3 OPTIGATM Trust M
Infineon OPTIGATM Trust M is used in both scenarios. that are the smart factory and the
Logistics 4.0. In particular, in the Smart Factory use case the OPTIGATM Trust M is used inside
of an USB Dongle which offers personal authentication for the operators in the factory. In the
case of the Logistics 4.0, the OPTIGATM Trust M is attached to the micro controller and it
provides cryptographic functionalities as well as secure storage of the keys.
In the logistic use case, the HSM is attached to the board using an I2C communication (Figure
9).
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Figure 9: HSM connection in Logistics 4.0

OPTIGATM Trust M offers hardware support for cryptographic operations, the middleware
running in the micro controller is in charge of abstracting the hardware device with the
application running. The middleware stack is composed of several libraries which cover from
a high abstraction layer (Platform Abstraction Layer) until a low abstraction layer (UTIL and
CRYPT). The main functionalities of the HSM in this use case is both encryption and
decryption as well as the use and storage of keys within the HSM.
In the Smart Factory use case, the OPTIGATM Trust M is located in an USB stick form platform,
Figure 10 presents a keychain in which the operator has stored his cryptographic keys, at the
time of accessing the node, the user inserts the USB in the RPI and obtains access. The
functionality is identical to the use case of the cards previously described, but in this case the
USB provides compatibility with the elliptic curves used in HLF, so it would also provide
access to the blockchain network if necessary.

Figure 10: USB Dongle OPTIGA Trust M

In the case of blockchain2go cards, the curves they have are those compatible with Bitcoin and
Ethereum blockchain networks. In the case of the OPTIGATM Trust M, it supports elliptic
curves such the NIST 256P, which is the same as the one used by HLF.
The board contains a FTDI chip that converts the I2C communication implemented in the Trust
M to serial communication in order to communicate with the USB interface. The USB dongle
also works using a PKCS#11 interface in order to manage the HSM as a token. The PKCS#11
driver is implemented in C following the standard, also the libUSB is used in order to send data
through USB interface.

2.2 Trusted Execution Environment using Intel SGX
In the context of C4IIoT we have also implemented a framework, called Andromeda [3] that
provides secure enclaves for the Android OS. Android developers can explicitly use them for
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their applications, either by using the native API in C/C++ or our Java interface that provides
access to the secure enclaves through JNI bindings.
Our objective is to offer secure enclaves for the Android OS which must protect sensitive
services from powerful and active adversaries who have root privileges and access to the
physical hardware as well (with the exception of the CPU). This will enable Android developers
to explicitly leverage them for their applications. We also want to utilize secure enclaves inside
Android services that operate on sensitive data (such as Keystore), so they can be used
transparently by applications. Overall, Android developers should be able to build their
applications and make use of the secure enclaves as transparently as possible, ideally without
writing extra code or heavily modifying existing applications.
Figure 11 gives an overview of the Andromeda architecture. It comprises of different layers
that can be used by different kinds of applications for different purposes. Using these
mechanisms, we enhance popular Android services, such as the Device Pairing and Keystore
service, to leverage secure enclaves internally in order to increase their security in a robust and
transparent way. Finally, we also implement an environment, within SGX, so external devices
that have paired with Android can securely transfer and store sensitive data on the Android
device. Andromeda is responsible to protect all sensitive data by encrypting them across the
full path from the external device to the Android OS. Further, Andromeda optionally enables
the processing of these data via functions that the data-publishing application has submitted for
execution in the SGX enclaves.

Figure 11: Architecture of Andromeda

2.2.1 Setting up SGX for Android
Porting SGX on Android is complicated process. First, Android Open Source Project (AOSP)
has to be built from scratch and be installed on an SGX-enabled x86 machine. Then, porting
the SGX environment is a time-consuming process since each change to the source tree requires
to (i) build the Android image, (ii) flash it on the host machine and (iii) verify the correctness
of each change as well as the stability of the system. The SGX SDK is designed to be built on
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desktop-based Linux distributions using GCC>v5 while Google’s NDK (Native Development
Kit for Android) offers GCC-4 and clang that are not able to compile the SGX source tree. For
this reason, we use CrystaX NDK which acts as a drop-in replacement for Google’s Android
NDK, offering GCC-5.3 compatibility. Also, the SGX SDK contains a group of libraries that
must be compiled for Android in order for the environment to execute properly, such as
protobuf, ssl, libssp, curl, gperftools and libunwind. To cross-compile them, we need to
export and set the corresponding flags for the Makefile and configuration files of each project
to link to the CrystaX compiler by setting the cross compiling field to true. Then, all references
to lpthread have to be removed from the Makefiles, since it is automatically linked at the
Android version of the standard library. Moreover, due to the stripped down kernel version that
is used by the Android OS, the RDRAND instruction that is used by sgx read rand to perform
random number generation is not available. To overcome this issue we use a software based
implementation for random number generation that is fully compatible with the existing API
and works on Android and SGX.
After successfully cross-compiling the SGX source tree, the final step is to cross-compile the
kernel driver and port it to Android. Unfortunately, there are inconsistencies between the
supported kernel used by Ubuntu and the Android kernel headers and the signatures of several
kernel functions are different. For this reason, some patches are required in order to build the
driver which also requires to be built in-source with Android. Once the SGX porting is
completed, we build a demo application that utilizes SGX enclaves in both hardware and
simulation mode. Finally, in order to execute Intel SGX enclave code, the application must be
signed using Intel’s sgx sign tool, which we rebuild and use in order to compile Android
applications as needed. The problem is that cross compiling the whole Intel SGX source
developing tools (SDK) and platform software (PSW), would produce the sgx sign binary
that is only executable on Android; this would be quite inflexible to build an application and
then sign it at the Android using the application. Instead, we rebuild the source but this time
using only the Ubuntu default tools, store the sgx sign, and then use it to compile our
applications when needed.
2.2.2 Trusted Execution and Storage
Andromeda [3] provides a trusted execution and data storage service on top of SGX. The service
can be used by local Android apps, as well as from remotely paired devices. At the lowest level,
applications can use the native API provided by the SGX runtime libraries, in order to achieve
the maximum performance. The process of utilizing secure enclaves in an application
developed in native C/C++ code remains the same as for every other native C/C++ Android
application. The developer needs to prepare and integrate the Intel SGX counterpart of the
application (similar to the Linux environment) and then cross-compile the application with our
custom Android tool-chain, which is able to handle the compilation of both trusted and
untrusted parts of the code. Developing Intel SGX enclaves for an APK implemented using
Java requires the use of JNI bindings. For this reason, we provide a Java which wraps the SGX
functionalities in appropriate classes. The developer needs to extend these classes with methods
that will be eventually executed in the SGX enclave of the application and perform the code
compilation using the Andromeda tool-chain which also provides JNI bindings for each SGXenabled function requested. In this way, the developer can easily interface with the enclaves
from the APK level. Moreover, Andromeda provides the implementation of a secure data vault
system and exposes a simple Java API for Android applications. Using the data vault service,
applications can securely store data inside the SGX enclaves or seal them for secure file system
storage.
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2.2.3 Andromeda Services
Keystore Service The main purpose of Android Keystore is to store cryptographic keys and
offer cryptographic operations in a secure enclave, protecting them from tampering. Having the
secret and private keys stored in clear-text makes them an easy target for a malicious software
running on the device. Andromeda offers the mechanisms to keep the secret keys in a protected
space, within secure enclaves, thus solving and overcoming leakage scenarios.
Our current implementation uses RSA-1024 and AES Counter Mode (AES- CTR); we note
though that other modes can be easily implemented. AES divides each plain-text into 128-bit
fixed blocks and encrypts each block into cipher-text with a 128-bit key. The encryption
algorithm consists of 10 transformation rounds. Each round uses a different round key generated
from the original key using Rijndael’s key schedule. The whole encryption and decryption
occur inside the SGX enclave, ensuring that keys and all intermediate states are well protected.
Similarly, we have implemented RSA encryption and decryption.
Trusted Device Pairing Andromeda provides secure device pairing between devices, even
when only one (i.e., the Android device) is equipped with an SGX-enabled processor. Such
scenarios are typical when small external devices, such as sensors and wearables with limited
security capabilities, need to be paired with more powerful Android devices (i.e., a phone or
gateway). To accomplish secure device pairing and attestation in such use cases, Andromeda
offers the functionality that enables the external devices to securely connect with the SGXcapable Android device. The main concept is that data-publishing wearable or external devices
can protect their sensitive data, so it will only reside or processed within designated functions
that run in SGX-provided enclaves.
2.2.4 Running an SGX application
An SGX application can run either in hardware or simulation mode. To make use of the
underlying hardware and leverage Intel SGX as a service, we compile SGX applications using
the variable SGX MODE=HW which links against libsgx urts.so. Of course, since these
libraries are not available in the source tree of Android they must be provided to the
LD_LIBRARY_PATH of the corresponding application by exporting the paths of each one of them.
Apart from the required SGX dependencies, the libraries that were linked during the SDK
compilation must be also provided and exported to the LD_LIBRARY_PATH of the given
application. Additionally, we use insmod to load the driver and then start the aesm service.
The Android service system has several differences compared to Linux; editing a system service
file like init.d is not enough for Android to deploy a new system service. Instead, a new
application, marked as a service, has to be created and meet specific code requirements; i.e., all
native functions of aesm service need to be wrapped with JNI calls for it to be accessible by
the Java part.
To overcome this issue, we simply adjust the aesm service source code to run as a daemon in
the background and interact directly with the native part. The other solution would be to discard
the whole Android application part and interact with the native part directly. By examining the
source code of aesm service we manage to run the application as daemon (which is essentially
a service) so the app would start and stay alive. Whereas, if we start it without the specified
input it would just terminate with no output. Also, the aesm service requires the le.prod
css.bin and libsgx le.signed.so binaries to properly execute so we transfer these binaries
from the Intel SGX output directory to the aesm service directory in Android before its
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execution. Finally, running an application in Android requires it to be built with the -pie and
-fPIE flags. These flags instruct the linker that the program’s code can be executed regardless
its absolute address. After all the aforementioned requirements are met, we are able to crosscompile and execute SGX-enabled Android applications.
Enclaves can be created using the ECREATE instruction, which initializes an SGX enclave control
structure (SECS) in the EPC. The EADD instruction adds pages to the enclave, which are further
tracked and protected by the SGX (i.e., the virtual address and its permissions). The EINIT
instruction creates a cryptographic measurement, after the loading of all enclave pages. The
cryptographic measurement can be used by remote parties for attestation. After the enclave has
been initialized, enclave code can be executed through the EENTER instruction, which switches
the CPU to enclave mode and jumps to a predefined enclave offset. The EEXIT instruction causes
execution to leave the enclave.
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3 Automated Low-level Security Analysis
3.1 Behavioural Analysis and Cognitive Security
Behaviour Analysis and Cognitive Security component (BACS) contains artificial intelligent
models for behavioural analysis and anomaly detection executed at the edge layer of the C4IIoT
framework. BACS offers anomaly detection in IIoT sensor data and network traffic flows based
on machine learning and deep learning algorithms. The component includes schemes and
packages for unsupervised machine learning and monitoring that extend through all three layers
of the C4IIoT architecture - namely the edge, the field gateway, and the cloud. In this
deliverable, the focus is on the BACS modules for C4IIoT edge nodes, while a more detailed
description of the component describing the other layers can be found in the deliverables of
work package 3.
Artificial intelligence-driven protection at the edge of the C4IIoT framework is divided into
two use cases: Smart Factory and Logistics 4.0. The case of logistics involves the use of
microcontrollers - battery-powered devices with low memory capacity and low processing
power (more details in section 4.2.1). This use case leverages NB-IoT to communicate with the
field gateway layer. On the other hand, in the Smart Factory use case, we use single-board
computers (such as Raspberry Pi, etc.), connected to factory devices. These devices have much
higher memory capacity and processing power. They communicate with the gateway layer via
Wi-Fi or wired connection (more details in section 4.2.2).

3.2 BINSEC Tool
3.2.1 Nb-ioTool description
BINSEC is a platform for static analysis of binary codes using formal methods. BINSEC
operates at binary level, i.e. on program executables (e.g. .exe files) after they have been
compiled from source, which is typical for programs written in languages like C, C++, Rust,
Go, Fortran, Ada or Pascal. Binary executables contain machine code, i.e. a combination of
low-level instructions, designed for execution by a specific processor. Thus, BINSEC analyses
run for different hardware architectures, with different instruction sets. Typical examples of its
usage includes vulnerability discovery and analysis, reverse engineering, malware analysis,
program verification at the binary level, or program verification in programs containing
assembly/binary fragments.
In C4IIoT we have developed a patch-oriented testing tool (i.e. a testing tool designed to test
the correctness of software updates) that was optimized to the requirements of the C4IIoT
Framework. Its goal is to secure the low-level parts of the C4IIoT code, which is pervasive on
edge nodes that are resource constrained. A typical example of such a low-level and securitysensitive module is BACSC (the C version of BACS developed by UNSMPF as part of C4IIoT),
as it takes input from network streams, and is written in C and thus subject to low-level and
memory attacks such as buffer overflows, return-to-libc attacks, or use-after free errors.
This patch-oriented testing method, which is formally described in the RAID 2020 [4]
publication is based on a combination of static analysis and goal-oriented fuzzing; its goal is
to discover bugs in different versions of a software using knowledge of the parts of the code
previously known as sensitive.
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3.2.2 Application to BACSC
To illustrate the effectiveness of our principle, let us consider how it was applied on BACSC.
•

First, buggy inputs of the program using a coverage-guided method were detected, i.e.
a tool able to quickly explore a large part of the code to find bugs. In the example, we
used BINSEC symbolic execution to perform the job; several errors that lead the
program to crash were found.

•

Thanks to these detected error, the first error reports were sent to UNSMF , from which
they could provide an updated version of BACSC (that we name BACSCv2 for the sake
of clarity). The idea of our incremental and targeted patch differential analysis consists
in using the previous bug-triggering input that provoked crashes in the first version of
the program, to extract the erroneous trace in this version, and then try to explore the
vicinity of this trace to try to find if similar errors still exist in that part of the code in
the second version. Experience (confirmed in the RAID paper) shows that this is often
the case, which is explained by incomplete patches, by the use of similar code patterns
in similar code areas, the fact that the patch can introduce new bugs, or that buggy code
is likely to contain more bugs.
When applied on BACSCv2, our technique could find bugs in the new version (in detail,
it was a NULL pointer dereference found in the vicinity of a first error which was a
division by zero error).

•

The code was corrected another time; after this, an extended campaign of testing by our
code did not discover any additional error, which makes us quite confident in the
improved security of this code, in particular regarding the errors with the most dire
consequences (going as far as taking over the program), i.e. memory-related errors.

•

Further versions of BACSC can be tested against all these discovered errors, which
improves confidence in these new versions, and allows to deploy them with more
assurance

This work on BACSC both helped us to refine this technique, and also showed the efficiency
of our tool at preventing security errors from C4IIoT components.
3.2.3 Extension
Several extensions have been developed in order to help make our tool more easily applicable.
In addition to generic improvements of the BINSEC platform (including the coverage-guided
and patch-oriented methods), two main additions were provided:

1

•

The change of Control-Flow-Graph import from IDA Pro from Ghidra1. IDA Pro is a
de-facto standard in binary code analysis, but it is subject to a proprietary license, which
makes its redistribution and use complex for practical and commercial usage. We have
thus developed a replacement using Ghidra, an open source tool developed by the NSA

•

Extension of the method to different binary codes, and in particular to the x86-64 bit
architecture. This architecture is now the most commonly used in servers. This required
important internal changes, in particular to support 64-bit programs, which will also be
useful for future ARM64 support by BINSEC.

https://ghidra-sre.org/
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4 Anomaly Detection Mechanisms
4.1 Multi-Criteria Decision Support Mechanism for IoT Offloading
The purpose of UOG’s Multi-critEria DecIsion support meChanism for IoT offloading
(MEDICI) is to provide security-aware dynamic offloading of anomaly detection tasks for
UNSPMF’s BACS component within the C4IIoT environment. More specifically, MEDICI is
to be deployed at the Field Gateway (FG) layer and received anomaly detection tasks from
BACS edge modules with low confidence. Upon receiving these requests, MEDICI will
dynamically decide whether an intermediate complexity BACS model located at the FG layer,
or an advanced complexity BACS model located at the Cloud layer (see Section 5 in D3.3 for
further details) should be triggered.
To perform this selection process of available BACS modules located at the FG and Cloud
layers, MEDICI utilises recent historic execution information (e.g., model inference time) as
well as current network information (e.g., round trip latency). Execution information is reported
back to MEDICI from a BACS model which successfully processes an offloaded anomaly
detection task. Occasionally, MEDICI will send dummy anomaly detection tasks to BACS
modules which haven’t been recently selected to allow MEDICI to maintain fresh and accurate
execution information for every available offloading destination. Furthermore, MEDICI Agent
services are deployed alongside each BACS module and used by MEDICI to gather real-time
network information. This combination of execution and network information of all available
BACS modules in the C4IIoT environment allows MEDICI to make a more informed decision.

4.2 Partitioned Machine Learning Model
At the Edge Layer the BACS Anomaly Detection module provides its BACSC (BACS
implementation specifically for the Edge Layer) efficient implementation of an autoencoder
model trained to detect anomalies. This model is designed with lightweight embedded devices
in mind where specific hardware requirements must be satisfied such as memory limits or
general computing power. The implementation is highly optimized for such devices, written for
our specific needs.
However, within the C4IIoT framework, the edge layer may contain more capable devices that
can run more powerful models. Devices that run some distribution of Linux with or without
container support (e.g., Docker) can be made to run more complex models that can offer faster
and more accurate anomaly detection... One example of such device, available to consumers
would be a Raspberry Pi variant. The hardware requirements and constraints for such devices
are not as strict as they offer higher computing power compared to embedded devices.
4.2.1 Lightweight Anomaly Detection
Within the Logistics 4.0 use case, edge nodes are narrowband IoT (NB-IoT) microcontrollers
(see section 5.3) with low processing power and low memory capacity. For the purposes of this
use case, BACS implements models that perform anomaly detection for a given data point from
data providers which is processed in the solution on a pre-trained model with lightweight
autoencoders that have exactly one hidden layer. Because this model runs on devices with low
processing power, low memory capacity, and no operating system, the Python-based Smart
Factory use case implementation could not be used. Instead, the models have been implemented
from scratch in the C language without the use of external libraries. The implementation of
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models has been integrated into the firmware of the C4IIoT NB -IoT device - the
microcontroller. Lightweight BACS autoencoders are trained offline using a Python class that
trains a model with a predefined structure and exports the resulting weights and data
normalization parameters to text files instead of saving them as a TensorFlow model. This
implementation has been done in the first part of the work package 2 and has not been changed
since. Therefore, valid full details of implementation and testing may be found in [1] [5].
4.2.2

Intermediate-Complexity Anomaly Detection

At the field gateway layer in the Smart Factory use case, where, as mentioned, more powerful
devices exist, BACS offers several more advanced edge models which are available for use.
These models require the underlying device to have the ability to run a modern Linux and
Python versions (e.g., Python 3.8 or higher) in addition to several optimized Python libraries
such as numpy or scikit-learn. These libraries often must be compiled for specific devices (e.g.,
aarch64 or armv7 devices) to function properly because they depend on underlying platform
specific code and optimizations. These devices still have their limits in computational power,
but they are much higher than embedded devices.
BACS offers two “intermediate” Edge models: a TensorFlow autoencoder and a Support Vector
Machine (scikit-learn implementation).
The TensorFlow autoencoder (TensorFlow version 2) is a relatively simple four-layer
autoencoder with the configuration shown at Figure 12.

Figure 12: Intermediate complexity four-layer autoencoder configuration.

Common options such as regularization (e.g., Dropout) and ReLU activation function are used.
BACS also offers automatic data normalization prior to training (important step for neural
network training) with several options from the scikit-learn data transformation pipeline (e.g.,
StandardScaler or RobustScaler) and incremental training.
Despite its small footprint this model performs well in our experiments (described in more
details in D3.4) achieving accuracy of 82.41% and F1-score of 0.11 on the Smart Factory use
case dataset with synthetic anomalies (such as noisy values, increased, decreased values,
random values, etc.).
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The second model available for intermediate anomaly detection is the scikit-learn based
Support Vector Machine algorithm. More specifically we are using the one class support vector
machine variation commonly used for anomaly detection purposes (Figure 13).

Figure 13: One class support vector machine.

With mostly default parameters this model achieves even higher accuracy of 90.48% but the
F1-score is lower: 0.13. This tells us that the model is highly biased toward normal rather than
anomalous data, which is to be expected when working with imbalanced datasets such as the
Smart Factory Use Case data or other anomaly detection datasets. Therefore, we prefer to use
the TensorFlow based model.
When comparing the computational power required to run both models the TensorFlow
autoencoder model is more consuming in both memory and CPU power. Therefore, we offer
the SVM option for resource constrained devices and devices that cannot run code with
TensorFlow support. One example is when using musl-based Linux distributions (e.g., Alpine
Linux very commonly used in small devices and in Docker containers) which do not support
TensorFlow completely.
More details related to implementation of these models can be found in [1] and [5].
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5 Testing and Evaluation Environment
5.1 Test environment – edge simulators
The edge devices were simulated using historical and test data, and were deployed in Docker
containers on a test server, which has the role of the edge and the field gateway for both the
Logistics and the Smart Factory use cases. A different simulator was developed for each use
case, which has the role both of the producer of data and BACS at the edge. Therefore, each
simulator, apart from sending the data to the rest of the C4IIoT components, also performs the
initial evaluation of the data.
The dockerisation of the simulators provided the ability to run multiple containers of each one
in order to test the scalability of the framework and achieve a testing environment closer to a
real industrial environment, where multiple devices of each type exist. Additionally, since every
container has its own IP within the Docker network, a multi node network, which is the case in
an actual industrial environment, is also simulated adequately. The Smart Factory simulator
was also tested on Raspberry Pis in order to verify the functionality of the Docker image, which
was created with the required dependencies on ARM architecture.
Each simulator takes as a parameter a unique identifier for the device and the time interval
between each message. Multiple message rates ranging from 6 to 12 per minute were tested,
with multiple simulated devices in order to assess the performance of the system (Figure 14,
ten simulators producing messages every ~6 seconds). These rates were selected based on the
rate of the messages of the actual Smart Factory devices, whereas the actual rate of the Logistics
devices is lower, in order to conserve battery.

Figure 14: Visualization of message rate on Kafka using Grafana
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Each simulated device evaluates the data using BACS, adds the hash of the data to the
blockchain element and encrypts them using DAC, and sends them to the next C4IIoT
component on the field gateway depending on the confidence of the initial evaluation, using
DFB (Kafka) (Figure 15). On the actual environment, all these processes take place on the
Raspberry Pi of the edge of the Smart Factory use case, but for the Logistics use case, only the
evaluation of the data by BACS happens on the edge device, whereas the rest of them take place
at the field gateway.

Figure 15: Simulator interactions

Using the simulators, it was possible to test and verify the functionality of each new version of
all the components of C4IIoT which interact with the edge data (MEDICI, BACS, DFB, AVT)
in a testing environment before the actual deployment, along with testing the scalability and the
performance of the solution without involving the actual assets.

5.2 Smart Factory
For the Smart Factory use case, the focus of the tests has been on edge devices installed on
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGV) on an Assembly Line in the CRF Campus Melfi. Here, a
reproduction of a real plant assembly line has been used in order to showcase the effectiveness
of the C4IIOT on a real factory environment. In fact, in the Stellantis environment, there is a
SCADA system providing information about AGV parameters, in order to allow the monitoring
of the condition, enabling a predictive maintenance. The IoT architecture consists of the
following components:
•
•
•
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The sensor system on the AGVs consists of accelerometers installed on wheels engine. In
particular, one sensor is located on each engine, as shown in the Figure 16 below.

Figure 16: Sensor on AGV

The sensors are wired to an on-board control unit, which manages the data acquisition and
collects the data flow. From it, the data are sent through a standard wireless (Wi-Fi) connection
(internal to the Stellantis network) to the company database in which they are stored. The values
(vibration related) that are measured and collected are the acceleration and the velocity. In
addition to the IoT already installed, Raspberry Pis are utilized and connected to them in order
to enable the evaluation of the data transmitted after they are stored in the CRF-Melfi repository
Database and before transferring them in the CRF-Orbassano Machine (connected to the cloud),
as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Smart Factory environment

The Raspberry Pis, one for each AGV, are connected through Wi-Fi network to the repository.
As in the simulated environment, described above, they evaluate the data using BACS, adds the
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hash of the data to the blockchain element and encrypts them using DAC, and sends them to
the next C4IIoT component on the field gateway, using DFB (Kafka).

5.3 Logistics
To showcase the effectiveness of the C4IIoT architecture in a heterogeneous edge layer, our
design of the edge device for the Logistics use case is based on a microcontroller unit with
constrained resources, featuring significantly lower processing power and memory size in
comparison with the edge nodes used in the Smart Factory use case. On the other hand, the
device was designed having in mind the needs of the logistics use case in various operating
conditions (Figure 18).

Figure 18: Logistics 4.0 use case microcontroller unit

Quectel BG96 module features NB-IoT as the primary means of communication, which was
chosen due to its desirable properties including extended coverage both indoor and outdoor,
and low energy consumption. In addition, it also supports LTE-M connectivity which is
important in cases when greater data throughput is required, e.g. over-the-air firmware updates.
In cases when LTE carrier is not present, or NB-IoT service is not enabled, (E)GPRS fallback
is available. Finally, the same module has an integrated GNSS module which is necessary for
the geolocation of the device.
•

ATSAML21J18B MCU is a low-power ARM Cortex M0+ unit operating at 16MHz. The
capacity of the on-chip memory is 32KB of SRAM for variables, and 256KB of FLASH
memory for the application code. Such limited resources are still enough to execute the
required tasks including sensor data acquisition, secure communication with the field
gateway as the upper layer in the C4IIoT architecture, as well as lightweight anomalydetection inference.
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•

In addition to the geolocation data provided by the GNSS module embedded within BG96,
there are other on-board sensors including: the inertial measurement unit measuring
acceleration and magnetic field along 3 spatial axes, the set of atmospheric sensors
measuring air temperature, humidity and pressure, and the illumination sensor.

•

OPTIGA™ Trust M crypto unit from Infineon is used to relieve the constrained MCU of
the computationally intensive crypto primitives. It is based on an advanced security
controller with built-in tamper proof NVM for secure storage and Symmetric/Asymmetric
crypto engines to support ECC NIST curves up to P-521, ECC Brainpool curve up to P512, RSA up to 2048, AES key up to 256, HMAC up to SHA512, HKDF up to SHA512
and SHA-256.

5.3.1 Sensory inputs for Anomaly Detection
Testing anomaly detection at the edge has been done using two anomaly detection modules
(ADMs) installed: one at the edge C4IIoT UE (ADM-EDGE) and another at the field gateway
(ADM-FOG). This part of anomaly detection architecture focuses on the domain of C4IIoT
Logistics use case only. Items being delivered from various origins to the warehouses in
manufacturing plants are packed into containers, each with an NB-IoT-based device attached
(C4IIoT UE). For this purpose, we designed an entirely new NB-IoT-based UE device (Figure
19) and deployed suitable ADM-EDGE and ADM-FOG modules at both NB-IoT UEs and the
FGW server within the mobile core network.

Figure 19: C4IIoT Anomaly Detection processing flow at the edge and field gateway

C4IIoT UE collects various sensory data (e.g., acceleration, GPS, temperature, and others).
There are two types of sensors: S1 with high sampling rate f1 and sampling period Δ1 (e.g.,
accelerometer), and S2 with low sampling rate f2 and sampling period Δ2 (e.g., GPS). Due to
restricted memory and computing resources, ADM-EDGE consists of a pre-trained autoencoder
detecting anomalies in individual data points (Figure 19). ADM-EDGE processes a single data
point that consists of a single S1 and aggregated S2 values at the input. Accordingly, it can
immediately detect an anomaly over a single data point with a fast response time (order of
milliseconds). ADM-FOG applies deep learning analyses over the longer time series of data
points using a more powerful autoencoder design with more hidden layers, requiring higher
processing power and memory capacity unavailable at the edge layer. In the worst-case
scenario, the final anomaly detection decision at the system level is obtained within the time
frame of several seconds. This response time meets the requirements and is well-aligned with
the targeted Logistics 4.0 applications.
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5.3.2 Anomaly detection at the edge and field gateway
Two different anomaly detection modules have been implemented, one at the edge device and
one at the field gateway server deployed as part of the mobile cellular network operator
infrastructure. For more details about the lightweight anomaly detection deployed at the edge
node and the intermediate complexity anomaly detection deployed at the field gateway node,
please see Sec. 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 of this document.
To integrate the system, collect real-world data and perform testing and evaluation, a C4IIoT
UE device is connected to the field gateway via a mobile operator macro-cellular NB-IoT base
station. C4IIoT UE is running the ADM-EDGE software module and periodically sends data
points to the field gateway encapsulated into UDP packets. Within the mobile operator core
network, a general-purpose server is set and connected to the mobile operator packet gateway.
The ADM-FOG software module within the server accepts UDP packets sent by the C4IIoT
UE. The server provides sufficient resources to run the ADM-FOG module. The overall system
architecture is illustrated at the Figure 20.

Figure 20: Anomaly detection at the edge and field gateway

To estimate the storage budget of an ADM-EDGE model with one hidden layer in terms of the
memory footprint, we note that the total size of the ADM-EDGE code is 6080 bytes (for a single
hidden layer auto-encoder architecture), or about 2% of the total memory capacity of microcontroller unit. One can note that ADM-EDGE consumes a small fraction of standard NB-IoT
device firmware needed for basic device sensing, processing and communication functionality,
whose size is 55816 bytes.
5.3.3 Evaluation of anomaly detection at the edge and field gateway
Preliminary evaluation of ADM-EDGE and ADM-FOG autoencoders is performed using two
independent real-world datasets obtained using C4IIoT devices for data logging. The first data
set containing 12678 data points reflects the behaviour of the edge node device under normal
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driving conditions and is used to train ADM-EDGE and ADM-FOG autoencoders. The trained
autoencoders are tested on the second dataset containing 1571 data points with 42 intentionally
caused anomalous events induced by shaking and overturning the container with the attached
device. The accuracies of ADM-EDGE and ADM-FOG autoencoders have been assessed by
computing TP (true positives): the number of correctly identified anomalous events, FP (false
positives): the number of times an autoencoder indicated a non-existing anomalous event, and
FN (false negatives): the number of times an autoencoder missed to indicate an existing
anomalous event. The goal of AD was to uncover the defined anomalies from the data in an
unsupervised manner. Anomaly detection performance recorded by ADM-EDGE and ADMFOG module is promising, as evidenced by the initial results presented in [6]
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6 Conclusions
Security at the edge is undoubtedly a key part of the framework created in C4IIoT. The different
mechanisms described in this deliverable make possible to reach a robust root of trust from the
edge to the rest of the architecture layers. Mixing HSM and TEE, offloading mechanisms,
anomaly detection and behavioural analysis with other tools like BINSEC together allow to
provide a high level of trustworthiness.
Since the overall architecture is only as secure as its weakest component, security at the edge
cannot be compromised, even if the computational resources are constrained. The HSMs
described and the mechanism performed by them offer a hardware root of trust in the edge node,
where all the data is gathered, providing a certified security against physical and logical attacks,
at a low cost, power and size. The TEE provides mechanisms which create a trusted
environment where software can be executed in a secure way. The software tools described in
the deliverable (offloading decision mechanism and behavioural analysis, as well as the
BINSEC tool) help to further mitigate the attack layer in the edge, in collaboration with other
elements in the upper architecture layers. Novel deep learning techniques are also key to detect
and mitigate ongoing and potential attacks, as an additional protection layer. Additional tools,
such as BACS, cooperate with the higher layers of the architecture to provide an overall robust
and secure framework.
Finally, the design and development of the architecture developed for the testing environment
has also been described. The design covers both cases: Logistics 4.0 and Smart Factory.
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